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OUR NETWORKS
BaSICS

BaSICS
Spanning approximately 700km
Connecting Malaysia and Indonesia
6 fibre pairs
48 Tbps system capacity
Kuching - Singapore 9ms RTD

SEA-H2X

BRUNEI

Terrestrial Connectivity

AFFILIATED NETWORKS
SJC
SKR1M
depictions of XL Axiata
networks

SEA-H2X
Spanning approximately 5000km
1 (8) fibre pairs
20 (160) Tbps system design capacity
Open system model

DC & IX
Certified Tier IV Data Centre
Carrier Neutral
Green Facility
Integrated Cable Landing Station
Integrated Internet Exchange
300 Racks

Scan here
to see more

DATA CENTRE
@Santubong 1
The only TIER-IV Data Centre
in Malaysia
irix DC @ Santubong 1 sits at the core of irix, the brain
centre. It is the first and only Tier IV designed and
certified Data Centre (DC) in Malaysia and is a
carrier-neutral and green facility. Located on the
outskirts of Kuching, Sarawak, it is strategically
located alongside its own Cable Landing Station
(CLS), and our own Internet Exchange (IX).
“irix”, as the DC is called, has been certified by Uptime Institute, acknowledging its meeting of the highest
global standards, thus ensuring efficiency, security, and long-term quality performance for its customers’
mission critical data.

Environmental, Social, And Governance (ESG) Criteria
irix DC @ Santubong 1’s location was strategically
chosen. It is a green facility and utilises Sarawak’s high
level of hydroelectric power,.
The Data Centre also operates a closed-loop cooling
system. It is not reliant on external, nor requires
additional water sources, eliminating hotspots at
source, while simultaneously increasing energy
efficiency. irix Data Centre also operates at a low PUE
level, further maximising energy utilisation efficiency
and minimising environmental impact.

Internet Exchange
irix hosts an Internet Exchange (IX) at irix DC @ Santubong 1, which is connected to and powered by
Amsterdam IX (AMS-IX). irix is part of this carrier neutral member-based association that operates multiple
interconnection platforms around the world, thus linking it to one of the largest hubs for internet traffic
across the globe. With this connection, irix offers Sarawak, Borneo, and the region, fast, stable, secure, and
efficient global connectivity. This will give service providers the assurance of low latency, allowing them to
offer greater engaging online experiences to end users.
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